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Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 10 Minutes (4th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2012

	Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 10 Minutes, Fourth Edition


	New full-color code examples help you see how SQL statements are structured   


	 


	Whether you're an application developer, database...
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Learning Python Web Penetration Testing: Automate web penetration testing activities using PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the simplicity of Python and available libraries to build web security testing tools for your application

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand the web application penetration testing methodology and toolkit using Python
	
			Write a web crawler/spider with the Scrapy library

...
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SQL: A Beginner's Guide, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Relational databases have become a common mainstay for systems that provide data storage
for various types of applications. Programming languages such as C or COBOL or scripting
languages such as VBScript or JavaScript must often access a data source in order to retrieve or
modify data through the application. Many of these data...
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Built by AnimalsOxford University Press, 2008

	From termite mounds and caterpillar cocoons to the elaborate nests of social birds and the deadly traps of spiders, the constructions of the animal world can amaze and at times even rival our own feats of engineering. But how do creatures with such small brains build these complex structures? What drives them to do it?


	In this...
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Unreal Engine 4 Game Development EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Get to grips with the user interface of Unreal Engine 4 and find out more about its various robust features
	
		Create dream video games with the help of the different tools Unreal Engine 4 offers
	
		Create video-games and fully utilize the power of Unreal Engine 4 to bring games to...
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PIC Projects and Applications using C: A Project-based ApproachNewnes, 2013

	PIC Projects and Applications Using C details how to program the PIC microcontroller in the C language. The book takes a learn-by-doing approach, with applications covering topics such as inputs, outputs, keypads, alphanumeric displays, analogue-to-digital conversion, radio transmitters and receivers, data EEPROM, interrupts and...
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Pocket Guide to Critical Care PharmacotherapyHumana Press, 2007


	Critical care medicine is a cutting-edge medical field

	that is highly evidence-based. Studies are continuously

	published that alter the approach to patient care. As a critical

	care clinician, I am aware of the tremendous commitment

	required to provide optimal evidence-based care.

	Pocket Guide to Critical Care...
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Kivy: Interactive Applications in PythonPackt Publishing, 2013

	For Python developers this is the clearest guide to the interactive world of Kivi, ideal for meeting modern expectations of tablets and smartphones. From building a UI to controlling complex multi-touch events, it's all here.


	Overview

	
		Use Kivy to implement apps and games in Python that run on multiple...
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